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In axons, proper localization of proteins, vesicles, organelles, and other cargoes is accomplished

by the highly regulated coordination of kinesins and dyneins, molecular motors that bind to car-

goes and translocate them along microtubule (MT) tracks. Impairment of axonal transport is

implicated in the pathogenesis of multiple neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s

and Huntington’s diseases. To understand how MT-based cargo motility is regulated and to

delineate its role in neurodegeneration, it is critical to analyze the detailed dynamics of moving

cargoes inside axons. Here, we present KymoAnalyzer, a software tool that facilitates the

robust analysis of axonal transport from time-lapse live-imaging sequences. KymoAnalyzer is an

open-source software that automatically classifies particle trajectories and systematically calcu-

lates velocities, run lengths, pauses, and a wealth of other parameters that are characteristic of

motor-based transport. We anticipate that laboratories will easily use this package to unveil

previously uncovered intracellular transport details of individually-moving cargoes inside

neurons.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Neurons are long and highly polarized cells that transmit long-

distance electrical and chemical signals. As most of the biosynthetic

activities occur within the neuronal cell body that is often located a

long distance from the synapse, transport of neuronal components

along axonal projections poses a special challenge, and is crucial for

neuronal survival and function.1,2 This transport is accomplished by a

large family of kinesins, and by cytoplasmic dynein, unidirectional

molecular motor proteins that bind to cargoes and hydrolyze ATP to

translocate along microtubules (MTs).3 The MT cytoskeleton in mam-

malian axons is usually polarized with plus-ends oriented toward the

distal termini, while minus-ends are located toward the cell body.

Most kinesins move in the anterograde direction toward the plus-end

of MTs, from the cell body out to the synapse.4 Minus-end retro-

grade transport in axons is mainly accomplished by the multi-subunit

complex formed by cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin.5,6 Importantly,

axonal transport and delivery of cargoes are impaired in numerous

neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s Disease (AD),

Huntington’s Disease (HD), and Parkinson’s Disease (PD),2,7,8 and evi-

dence indicates that in many cases these impairments precede clinical

pathologies.9

Cultured mammalian neurons transfected with fluorescently-

labeled fusion constructs are a well-established system to study

transport dynamics of cargoes and/or motors in axons.10,11 In this

system, the live movement of individual fluorescent particles can be

imaged at high temporal and spatial resolution by acquiring time-

lapse movies (Figure 1A and Video 1). The position of particles as a

function of time can be represented in kymographs (Figure 1B), which

are 2D representations (distance; time) of particle trajectories

acquired in movies. Kymographs provide a quantitative tool to study

cargo or motor movement, from which various parameters can be cal-

culated, including velocities, run lengths, and frequencies of pauses.

In addition to unidirectional motion, individual particle movement is

often bidirectional and complex,12–15 involving combinations of

reversals and pauses within short periods of movement (Figure 1B,C,
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and Video 1). To accurately describe the motion of individual moving

particles, it is important to classify and analyze the movement proper-

ties of individual segments within a single particle trajectory/track

(Figure 1C, see segments). Segment assignment is thus important yet

challenging to do for hundreds or thousands of moving or stationary

particles.

We present KymoAnalyzer, an easily available open-source Ima-

geJ (National Institutes of Health)16 package of macros that assigns

track segments and calculates transport parameters of fluorescently-

labeled stationary or moving particles within axons. KymoAnalyzer

provides a platform for generating kymographs from time-lapse image

sequences of thousands of moving particles, and for the analysis of

multiple transport parameters, in a semi-automated manner. KymoA-

nalyzer combines the advantages of manual tracking precision, with

the robustness of computer-automated quantification of moving

parameters. Here, we describe the features and use of KymoAnalyzer

by analyzing sample movies showing the transport of fluorescently

(EGFP)-labeled vesicles carrying the mammalian cellular prion protein

(PrPC) in cultured mouse hippocampal axons. We further validate this

software tool by re-analyzing the transport of a previously published

dataset characterizing the axonal transport of vesicles carrying an

independently generated YFP-PrPC construct in wild-type neurons

and in neurons lacking the expression of a motor protein subunit

involved in transporting these vesicles along axons.17 Finally, we

show that KymoAnalyzer can also be used to analyze particle trajec-

tories obtained from time-lapse imaging in other systems, including

from Caenorhabditis elegans neurons in vivo, and from in vitro motility

setups. Thus, we anticipate that KymoAnalyzer will facilitate the

wide-spread and robust analysis of individual-particle transport para-

meters in various systems, both in healthy and in disease conditions.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | Overview of the KymoAnalyzer package

To facilitate the wide-spread analysis of post-detection/tracking

transport parameters that can be easily implemented by users

FIGURE 1 Transport of PrPC-EGFP vesicles inside axons and generation of kymographs from time-lapse image sequences. A, Sequential images

of PrPC-EGFP vesicles moving in a mouse hippocampal axon (extracted from Video 1). Arrowheads point to non-motile cargo (blue: stationary),
or to cargoes moving in different directions (green: anterograde, red: retrograde, yellow: reversing). B, Upper panel: region of interest (ROI) line
(orange) drawn along the same axon shown in (A). Bottom panel: kymograph showing transport of PrPC-EGFP vesicles corresponding to Video
1, generated from ROI shown in upper panel. C, Enlargement of the red dashed kymograph area inset in (B). A track (orange) and its track
segments, composed of moving trajectories (magenta) and pauses (black dash lines) are outlined. Five segments and two pauses are defined in
the shown track (right panel). In all panels, inverted fluorescence images are shown to facilitate particle visualization. See Methods for
definitions of each transport motion descriptor.
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without the requirement of specialized software programs, we devel-

oped KymoAnalyzer, an open-source ImageJ 16-based package that is

easily available for download. KymoAnalyzer is an all-in-one and

ready-to-use tool that generates kymographs for each acquired input

movie, assists the user in assigning particle trajectories, and automati-

cally calculates various transport parameters including velocities and

run lengths (see Methods for the definition of all parameter descrip-

tors). KymoAnalyzer subsequently pools data from complete datasets

within a particular experimental condition (Figure 2 and Figure S1).

Additional features include a user-friendly interface, a thoroughly

annotated code that can be easily modified for use with other appli-

cations, and a step-by-step detailed user manual (Appendix S1).

The KymoAnalyzer package contains six macros that are run

sequentially and can process a large number of movies with thou-

sands of moving particles obtained at high spatial and temporal reso-

lution (Figure 2). Time-lapse movies are placed by the user within

user-created Experiment Folders (Figure S1). KymoAnalyzer then auto-

matically generates a system of directories where the calculated data

for each transport parameter will be stored as text files inside Movie

Folders. The data corresponding to a particular experiment—that is, to

a set of movies within an experimental condition- are automatically

pooled in single text files and placed in designated sub-folders inside

a PooledData Folder (Figure S1). Further analyses and plotting of the

data can be performed by the user with various user-chosen software

programs including spreadsheets, to facilitate the quantitative com-

parison between multiple experimental conditions. Below we

describe the use of KymoAnalyzer by providing an analysis of the

transport of axonal vesicles carrying fluorescently-labeled cellular

(normal) prion protein (PrPC-EGFP) in cultured mouse hippocampal

neurons. To validate the robustness of this software, we also re-

analyzed a previously published dataset characterizing the transport

of YFP-PrPC vesicles, and compared these analyses.17

2.2 | Generation of 2D kymographs

As a first step, the KymoAnalyzer package assists the user in generat-

ing kymographs for each of the time-lapse image sequences (referred

to as movies), using the BatchKymographGeneration macro (macro I;

Figures 2 and 3, and Video 2). The macro generates kymographs by

executing the ImageJ plugin MultipleKymograph (http://www.embl.

de/eamnet/html/body_kymograph.html), which has to be pre-

installed in ImageJ (Appendix S1 and Methods). Kymographs can be

generated sequentially for multiple movies deposited in the same

Experiment Folder. With the BatchKymographGeneration macro the

user has the option to create multiple kymographs from different

neurites/features present in a single field of view/movie. To generate

a kymograph, the user is prompted to designate the position of the

axon by drawing a line along its length using a polyline tool

(Figure 3A-C). To correctly assign directionality, the polyline has to be

drawn so that the polarity of the axon is the same for all movies. For

example, the polyline can be drawn from the proximal to the distal

end of the axon (Figure 3B). For this reason, we recommend to docu-

ment the directionality of the featured axon during imaging. Once

generated, kymographs are stored within folders created for each

neurite of each movie chosen, which will also store the transport

parameters calculated per kymograph (Movie Folders in Figure S1).

FIGURE 2 Flowchart of the successive

computational steps of the KymoAnalyzer
package. The KymoAnalyzer package is
composed of six macros that are run
sequentially from folders containing large
set of movies. First, 2D kymographs are
generated from time-lapse image videos
using the BatchKymographGeneration
macro (macro I). The Tracks macro guides
the user in the manual assignment and
recording of track coordinates from
kymographs (macro II). Track-related
parameters are then calculated by two
successive macros CargoPopulation and
NetCargoPopulation (macros III and IV). The
Segments macro (macro V), detects
segments within each track and calculates
segment-related and pause-related
parameters. Finally, data compiled in
macros I-V are pooled per experimental
dataset (by the poolData macro; macro VI),
to complete the analysis of parameters. The
first two steps (macros I and II) require
substantial user input, while the calculation
of data by other macros is automated. The
total time of analysis is highly dependent
on the number of tracks assigned by the
user. The total estimated time for manual
track assignment of 50 track trajectories
within a movie is ~10-20 min.
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Thus, KymoAnalyzer provides a tool to generate high-resolution

kymographs and organize them in folders for the subsequent calcula-

tion and analysis of cargo-transport parameters. The software is also

able to take kymographs generated beforehand or with a different

software as inputs, without affecting the downstream analysis

(Appendix S1).

2.3 | Assignment of individual particle trajectories in
kymographs

The correct designation of individual particle trajectories is a critical

step for the calculation of axonal transport parameters. A number of

semi-automated and automated particle tracking/detection algo-

rithms have been developed that can track moving particles in neu-

ronal projections and in other cells.17–23 However, semi- or

automated tracking of individual moving particle trajectories can be

prone to errors due to high fluorescence background levels that can

reduce the signal-to-noise ratio, or due to the high abundance of car-

goes in neurons that often change directions and cross trajectories

en route to their final destinations. Thus, automated track designa-

tions have to be often checked and corrected by hand, as they other-

wise can result in over- or underestimates of key transport

parameters such as velocities and run lengths as compared to those

analyzed by manual tracking methods.24 KymoAnalyzer has an inte-

grated user-friendly interface that assists the user with the manual

assignment of individual particle trajectories from kymograph images.

The macro called Tracks (macro II, Figures 2 and 4), guides the user

by automating all the commands necessary to manually assign each

particle trajectory, and records these tracks. Manual tracking allows

for the precise designation of particle trajectories within tracks for

the complete period of the movie acquisition.

To assign trajectories using the Tracks macro, kymographs are

sequentially opened by the macro, and trajectories of each track are

drawn manually by the user using a polyline tool (Figure 4A). The

tracks are defined by a succession of mouse clicks completed by the

user (Figure 4B). The position of each click in the 2D kymograph is

recorded for each track as coordinates in the x and y dimensions (dis-

tance and time, respectively; Figure 4C), and saved inside single files

in Movie Folders corresponding to each movie (Figure S1). These

values are read by subsequent macros to calculate all the transport

parameters (see below). KymoAnalyzer also allows the user to easily

correct errors during the manual designation of tracks. Because the

accuracy of manual track assignment directly affects the quality of

data output, for consistency, it is suggested to define in advance how

a particular track will be clicked for a given particular temporal and

spatial resolution (examples provided in Appendix S1).

2.4 | Calculation of track-related parameters

Following track assignments, KymoAnalyzer executes two macros

called CargoPopulation (macro III), and NetCargoPopulation (macro IV;

Figure 2) that calculate cargo-transport parameters, including direc-

tionality, velocities, and number of switches for each particle

(Figure 5). These macros run independently, and automatically proc-

ess the x and y coordinates calculated for each track by the Tracks

macro. Data calculated for individual tracks are then pooled per

kymograph and saved in text files specific for each movie (Figure S1,

Appendix S2).

The CargoPopulation macro sorts tracks based on their direction-

ality of movement and quantifies the fraction of cargoes moving in

anterograde, retrograde, or reversing directions, or those that are sta-

tionary for a given set of movies (Figure 5A,B). To determine whether

a cargo is “mobile” or “stationary,” the x, y coordinates of each parti-

cle assigned by the user are compared to the track center coordi-

nates, defined as the mean value of the x coordinates of each track

(Figure S2; and see Methods for complete definition of equations

used to calculate motion descriptor parameters). For example, a track

is categorized as “stationary” if its maximum deviation distance from

FIGURE 3 Generation of kymographs from

time-lapse movie sequences using the
BatchKymographGeneration macro. A, Still

frame extracted from Video 2 (15 s movie,
10 Hz), of PrPC-EGFP vesicles moving
inside a hippocampal axon. B, The user is
guided to manually trace a Region of
Interest (ROI; blue), delineating the axon
contour, using a polyline tool. By
convention, kymographs are drawn with
the cell body toward the left and the
terminus toward the right. Starting and
ending points of the kymograph are
indicated by open arrows. C, A 2D
kymograph generated by KymoAnalyzer of
the movement of PrPC-EGFP vesicles
shown in (A) and Video 2. Kymographs are
automatically saved by the macro inside
Movie Folders.
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its track center is lower than a threshold value dmax (Figure S2;

Appendix S1). This value can be modified by the user to adjust the

sensitivity of the software to the cargo of interest. Thus, this macro

takes into account changes in directionality that occur during the

movie acquisition time, and therefore it accounts for trajectories of

particles that undergo reversals. Anterograde cargoes are mobile car-

goes that move toward the axonal termini but do not undergo rever-

sals, and retrograde cargoes are non-reversing cargoes moving

toward the cell body (Figure 5A, insets).

To illustrate the calculation of cargo population parameters, we

analyzed the cargo population distribution of PrPC-EGFP vesicles for

a single kymograph. The dmax value used to calculate transport para-

meters for PrPC-EGFP vesicles was set to 350 nm (Appendix S1). We

observed that PrPC-EGFP vesicles moved bidirectionally with similar

proportion of anterograde, reversing, and stationary vesicles, and a

lesser proportion of retrograde cargoes (Figure 5B). Cargo population

data are calculated as raw track numbers (“CP_Num”), or as track per-

centages (“CP_PCT”) for each cargo category (anterograde, retrograde,

reversing, or stationary; Figure 5A,B, Figure S1, Appendix S2). The

CargoPopulation macro also calculates track number per unit of

axonal length (Density), the track number per unit of length per time

(Flux), and the switch frequency (SF; Figure 5C-E). Switch frequencies

are calculated as the number of reversals (also referred as switches)

per track, or the number of switches per track per unit of time

(Figure 5E). The CP_Num, CP_PCT, Density, Flux, and SF parameters

are stored as text files that can be easily accessed within specific

folders within each Movie Folder (Figure S1, Appendix S2).

The NetCargoPopulation macro categorizes the particles accord-

ing to their net directionality of movement, as calculated over the

entire length of the movie acquisition, and calculates the proportion

of anterograde, retrograde and stationary particles, as well as net

velocities of moving particles (Figure 5F-H). The same threshold value

dmax of 350 nm was designated for the calculation of net PrPC-EGFP

vesicle movement descriptors to discriminate between stationary and

mobile tracks (see Methods). Thus, the NetCargoPopulation macro

does not calculate reversal tracks, as these tracks are sorted within

anterograde, retrograde, or stationary categories depending on the

difference in the position of the x coordinates as measured at the

first and last acquisition frames (Figure 5F, right panel).

To illustrate the calculation of net cargo population parameters,

we analyzed the net cargo population distribution of PrPC-EGFP vesi-

cles for a single kymograph, and we observed that the majority of

PrPC-EGFP vesicles moved in the net anterograde direction

(Figure 5G). Net velocities were calculated as the distances traveled

by PrPC-EGFP vesicles over the duration of the entire track, that is,

calculating the slope of each mobile track (Figure 5F, right panel).

Although there were less PrPC-EGFP vesicles moving in the retro-

grade direction in this example (Figure 5G), the retrograde and anter-

ograde net velocities were similar, with mean values of

0.78 � 0.14 μm/s and 0.80 � 0.20 μm/s, respectively (Figure 5H).

Thus, the CargoPopulation and NetCargoPopulation macros can gener-

ate a comprehensive dataset of parameters to characterize the direc-

tionality, density, flux, switch frequency, and net velocities of moving

axonal cargoes (Appendix S2).

2.5 | Assignment of track segments and calculation
of segment-related parameters

Intracellular transport in axons is complex, and characteristically

involves the bidirectional movement of cargoes in anterograde or ret-

rograde directions, directional switches (reversals), velocity changes,

and pauses. (Figures 1C and 5A). In order to understand the transport

dynamics of cargo populations, the heterogeneity of movement pro-

files that each particle exhibits must be considered, as these can indi-

cate how molecular motors are regulated and how they coordinate

their activities.2,25 To consider changes in velocity or pauses of a sin-

gle moving particle, we developed a macro called Segments (macro V;

Figure 2) that accurately identifies and records the coordinates of

FIGURE 4 Manual assignment of particle

trajectories from kymographs using the
Tracks macro. A, Kymograph of Video
2 (15 s movie, 10 Hz), showing manually
assigned tracks in blue. B, Enlargement of
kymograph region indicated in (A) by red
dashed rectangle, showing the trajectory of
one particle. The “clicks” made by the user
are represented by white squares
(vertices). C, Coordinates of the track
shown in blue in (B). For each click,
distance (x) and time (y) coordinates are
recorded in pixel units that denote the
position of each click in the kymograph.
These coordinates are used by subsequent
macros to calculate all parameters.
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FIGURE 5 Automated detection of PrPC-EGFP vesicle directionality and calculation of track-related parameters using the CargoPopulation and

NetCargoPopulationmacros. A, Left panel: kymograph of Video 2 (15 s movie, 10 Hz), showing the movement of PrPC-EGFP vesicles. The
directionality of each track is automatically determined by the CargoPopulation macro. To facilitate visual inspection, the macro categorizes tracks
by color: green (anterograde), red (retrograde), yellow (reversals), and blue (stationary). Right panel insets: enlargements of two regions inside the
red dashed rectangles in the left panel showing examples of retrograde and reversal tracks assigned by the CargoPopulation macro. B, Distribution
of the cargo population of PrPC-EGFP vesicles shown in kymograph in (A). C, Densities of tracks are calculated as the number of tracks per axon
length. D, Cargo flux is calculated as the number of moving tracks of each cargo population category per axon length per time. Numbers inside
bars for (B-D) are numbers of tracks. E, Average number of reversals (switches). Switch frequencies are calculated for all the mobile tracks or for
reversing tracks only, and are expressed as number of switches per track, or number of switches per track per time. F, Left panel: kymograph of
Video 2 (15 s movie, 10 Hz), showing the movement of PrPC-EGFP vesicles. The net direction of the tracks is automatically determined by the
NetCargoPopulationmacro, which automatically assigns colors to individual tracks according to net directionality as indicated in (A). Right panel

inset: enlargement of the region inside the red dashed rectangle in the left panel showing an example of a track assigned by the
NetCargoPopulationmacro. Net velocity is calculated by the slope of the net trajectory (purple line). The directionality is assigned based on the x
coordinates recorded at the first and last frames. G, Distribution of the net cargo population of PrPC-EGFP vesicles shown in (F). H, Mean net
velocities of PrPC-EGFP vesicles calculated by the NetCargoPopulation macro. Ant, anterograde; Rev, retrograde; Rev, reversals; Stat, stationary.
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track segments (referred to as “segments”) for individual moving par-

ticles within each user-defined track (Methods; and Figure 6A,B).

The Segments macro calculates two categories of segments,

called “single segments,” or “combined segments” (Figure 6B). A single

segment is defined as a portion of a track with a defined constant

velocity, framed by a pause, reversal, or change in velocity (Methods).

Single segments with velocities lower than a defined threshold are

defined as pauses (this threshold was set to 0.1 μm/s for PrPC-EGFP

vesicle movement in 10 Hz movies, see below). A combined segment

is defined as an uninterrupted period of movement in the same direc-

tion within a track, delimited by pauses or reversals. In contrast to

single segments, combined segments are only defined by the direc-

tion of the movement and framed by pauses or reversals, but changes

in velocity are not considered. Thus, by definition, a combined seg-

ment can include several successive single segments moving in the

same direction (Figure 6B). Single and combined segments are

FIGURE 6 Automated detection of segments and calculation of segment- and pause-related parameters using the Segments macro. A,

Kymograph of Video 2 (15 s movie, 10 Hz), showing segments automatically assigned by the Segments macro (magenta). B, Enlargement of the
region indicated in the dashed rectangle in (A) showing the assignment of segments and pauses for one track. White squares within the track
represent the coordinates framing each segment. Transport parameters such as velocity or run length are reported separately for each single
segment (segment #1, segment#2…). Parameters are also calculated for combined segments, which are defined as the combination of successive
single segments moving in the same direction (combined segment #1) (Methods for detailed definitions). C, Average run lengths calculated for
single segments. D, Average run lengths calculated from combined segments. E, Average segmental velocities calculated from single segments. F,
Average segmental velocity calculated from combined segments. G, Histogram showing the distribution of anterograde (left panel) and
retrograde (right panel) segmental velocities of single segments calculated for the kymograph shown in (A) (bin size: 0.2 μm/s). H, Table showing
pause-related parameters. Pause duration, pause frequency/track and pause frequency per time, are shown. Pauses are split as anterograde,
retrograde and reversing pauses, or pooled together. I, Average percent time each PrPC-EGFP vesicle spent in anterograde or retrograde motion.
Ant, anterograde; Rev, retrograde; Rev, reversals; Stat, stationary.
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generated from the “mobile” cargo populations as defined by the Car-

goPopulation macro, that is, anterograde, retrograde and reversing.

For all parameters, each segment is first sorted as anterograde or ret-

rograde according to its own directionality, rather than on the net

directionality of the entire track (Figure 1C, 6B). Transport para-

meters calculated by KymoAnalyzer based on segment designations

include segmental velocity and segmental run length, which can be

analyzed separately for single or combined segments (Figure 6C-G).

The user can determine whether analyses of transport parameters

using combined rather than single segments would be more represen-

tative of the movement dynamics of the cargo analyzed.

To illustrate the calculation of parameters using the Segments

macro, we calculated single and combined segmental transport para-

meters for PrPC-EGFP vesicles moving inside a hippocampal axon

(Figure 6). The mean anterograde and retrograde segmental run

lengths for single segments were 1.74 � 0.18 μm and

1.41 � 0.19 μm, respectively (Figure 6C). Because a combined seg-

ment can include several successive single segments, the number of

single anterograde segments was larger than the number of combined

segments (176 vs 59, respectively). The mean run length of combined

segments was higher than that of single segments, with mean values

of 5.19 � 1.04 μm and 2.89 � 0.54 μm, for the anterograde and ret-

rograde directions, respectively (Figure 6D). Mean anterograde and

retrograde velocities for single segments were 1.12 � 0.06 μm/s and

1.06 � 0.08 μm/s, respectively (Figure 6E), while the mean velocities

for combined segments were 0.97 � 0.08 μm/s and

1.06 � 0.09 μm/s, for the anterograde and retrograde directions,

respectively (Figure 6F). Because segment parameters are recorded

individually in separate text files within each Movie Folder

(“combinedRL,” “RL,” “combinedSV,” “Segmental_Velocities” in Figure S1,

and Appendix S2), KymoAnalyzer data output allows the user to eas-

ily plot the distributions of segmental velocities or run lengths sepa-

rately post-KymoAnalyzer analysis (Figure 6G).

Multiple pause-related parameters are also calculated by the Seg-

ments macro, such as pause duration and pause frequencies. A pause

is defined as a non-motile segment or a segment that has a velocity

under a designated threshold (Methods and Figure 6B). Following

manual inspection of numerous 10 Hz time-lapse videos of

PrPC-EGFP vesicle movement, the velocity threshold for pauses was

set to ≤ 0.1 μm/s. To analyze the transport of cargoes that require a

lower frame rate of acquisition, for example cargoes moving by salta-

tory behavior (neurofilaments26 and some mitochondrial popula-

tions27), the threshold is automatically adjusted after the user inputs

a lower movie frame rate. Alternatively, the user can manually set the

velocity threshold to one appropriate to the cargo of interest (see

Methods). Pause parameters are calculated from all the motile track

populations but can also be calculated separately as anterograde, ret-

rograde, and reversal pauses, depending on the direction of the seg-

ments framing the pause (Figure 6H). As an example, we calculated

average pause frequencies of PrPC-EGFP vesicles moving inside a

hippocampal axon, and found that these vesicles exhibited 1.91

pauses/mobile track or 0.13 pauses/s, and an average pause duration

of 2.6 s (Figure 6H). KymoAnalyzer also calculates a “percent time in

motion” parameter, which represents the percent time each particle

spends in motion moving in a particular direction. In average,

PrPC-EGFP vesicles spent 47.6% and 20% of their time in antero-

grade and retrograde motion, respectively (Methods; Figure 6I).

In conclusion, KymoAnalyzer can accurately detect segments of

particles moving at diverse directionalities and velocities, and can cal-

culate various segment-related and pause-related parameters to char-

acterize the transport of vesicular cargoes. These analyses provide a

robust approach to quantitatively analyze changes in the transport of

various cargoes in axons, and can be extended to the analyses of

cargo movement under various conditions, for example those associ-

ated with disease.2

2.6 | Pooling of data from multiple movies

We developed the poolData macro (macro VI; Figure 2), as part of

the KymoAnalyzer package, to expedite the automated calculation of

multiple parameters from large datasets of movies and to facilitate

the plotting of figures after KymoAnalyzer analyses are completed.

This macro is run after macros I-V have been executed, and it com-

piles all the data calculated by macros III-V for multiple movies within

a single experiment. The data is then stored in a folder called Pooled-

Data as text files for each specific parameter (Figure 2, Figure S1 and

Appendix S2). The numeric data output in each PooledData file can be

easily opened or copied/pasted in a spreadsheet to calculate average

values, create figures, or run statistical analyses using various soft-

ware packages. In addition, KymoAnalyzer generates tables summar-

izing all the calculated parameters, as well as the coordinates of all

the tracks and segments per individual kymograph. Those files are

not only stored in individual Movie folders, but also pooled together

in the Experiment folder by the poolData macro (Figure S1). Thus, the

kymograph to kymograph comparisons are also greatly facilitated by

the KymoAnalyzer.

2.7 | Validation of KymoAnalyzer

Quality control of the KymoAnalyzer software was thoroughly per-

formed independently by three users by analyzing the axonal trans-

port of three distinct cargoes including of mammalian PrPC-EGFP and

Synaptophysin-mCherry vesicles moving in cultured mouse hippo-

campal neurons, and of GFP::RAB-3 vesicles moving in vivo in

C. elegans mechanosensory neurons. First, assignment of tracks and

segments was evaluated by visual and manual inspection of at least

5 kymograph images. To ensure their correct computation, track

coordinates were manually recorded and transport parameters were

manually and individually calculated using a spreadsheet. These qual-

ity control steps showed that KymoAnalyzer correctly calculated

track and segment parameters.

To validate the KymoAnalyzer software, we analyzed transport

parameters of a previously published dataset from our laboratory that

characterized the axonal transport of vesicles carrying YFP-PrPC.17

The KymoAnalyzer analyses were compared to the published para-

meters that were calculated using a MATLAB-based software called

LAPTrack71.17,19 The same movie dataset was used to analyze the

transport of YFP-PrPC vesicles (n = 25 movies), but to test the

robustness of KymoAnalyzer, the plotting of kymographs and assign-

ment of particle trajectories were performed by a user who had not
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previously analyzed the published data. Both KymoAnalyzer and

LAPTrack71 approaches showed that in wild-type neurons, similar

proportion of YFP-PrPC-containing vesicles moved bidirectionally or

were stationary (Figure 7A). As LAPTrack71 defines segments simi-

larly to the “combined segments” definition of KymoAnalyzer, we

compared transport parameters based on combined segments. Mean

segmental velocities of YFP-PrPC vesicles generated by KymoAnaly-

zer were similar but significantly higher for anterograde (1.05 μm/s vs

0.85 μm/s) and retrograde (0.95 μm/s vs of 0.86 μm/s) YFP-PrPC

vesicles (Figure 7B). The mean anterograde segmental run length cal-

culated with KymoAnalyzer was not significantly different as com-

pared to that calculated by LAPTrack71 (5.57 μm vs 6.15 μm,

respectively), while the retrograde segmental run length was slightly

shorter (3.67 μm vs 4.80 μm, respectively; Figure 7C). The differences

observed between KymoAnalyzer and LAPTrack71 can be explained

by the fact that the total number of combined segments included in

the calculation was higher in the analyses by KymoAnalyzer vs LAP-

Track71 (n = 304 and n = 265 anterograde combined segments,

respectively), in part due to a feature included in KymoAnalyzer that

supports the analysis of complete and also partial tracks (Figure S3A,

and inset). Partial tracks are defined as particle trajectories moving for

a period of time shorter than the total number of frames in the kymo-

graph (this feature is not supported by LAPTrack71). We included

these trajectories because some cargoes move at high-velocities that

would not be otherwise included in the calculation unless partial

tracks were computed. Comparison of combined segmental velocity

distributions also show similar results between LAPTrack71 and

KymoAnalyzer (Figure 7D,E).

Previously published data showed that the transport of YFP-PrPc

vesicles, as characterized by various parameters, was significantly

FIGURE 7 Validation of KymoAnalyzer by comparison to a previously analyzed and published dataset. A dataset of 25 time-lapse movies of

YFP-PrPC vesicle transport in wild-type hippocampal neurons was analyzed with KymoAnalyzer and compared to previously published analyses
done using a MATLAB-based software called LAPTrack71.17 A, Cargo population distribution (n = 25 movies). B, Average segmental velocities
calculated from combined segments. C, Average run lengths calculated from combined segments. D, Segmental velocity histograms of combined
segments calculated with the LAPTrack71 software and re-drawn here (bin size: 0.1 μm/s). E, Segmental velocity histograms of combined
segments calculated with KymoAnalyzer (bin size: 0.1 μm/s). Vertical red lines represent the mean values. Ant, anterograde; Rev, retrograde;
Rev, reversals; Stat, stationary. Nt, number of tracks; Nseg, number of segments. Statistical tests: Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum for Cargo
Population, and the non-parametric permutation t test was used for comparison of segmental velocities and run lengths.
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different between wild-type neurons and those that lacked the func-

tion of a Kinesin Light Chain 1 (KLC1), an adaptor subunit of Kinesin

Heavy Chain 1 (Kinesin-1).17 To further validate the robustness of

the KymoAnalyzer software, we asked whether KymoAnalyzer analy-

sis could discriminate between YFP-PrPc vesicle movement in wild-

type vs KLC1−/− axons, as compared to LAPTrack71 analyses. Simi-

larly to a previously published analysis, KymoAnalyzer revealed an

overall inhibition of YFP-PrPC vesicle transport in KLC1−/− hippo-

campal axons, including a decrease in the proportion of anterograde

and retrograde-moving vesicles, and an increase in the fraction of sta-

tionary vesicles (Figure 8A).17 Comparison of combined segmental

transport parameters showed that YFP-PrPC vesicle run lengths cal-

culated with KymoAnalyzer and LAPTrack71 were consistently signif-

icantly shorter in KLC1−/− neurons as compared to wild-type

neurons (Figure 8B). Taken all together, the data generated by

KymoAnalyzer are quantitatively comparable to that previously

reported using LAPTrack71.17

2.8 | Using KymoAnalyzer to analyze various types
of moving particles in multiple model systems

The transport of fluorescently-labeled cargoes along neuronal projec-

tions has been investigated in various model systems, including in cul-

tured mammalian neurons, and in neurons from living animals like the

nematode C. elegans.28 In addition, transport of molecular motors as

well as of various cargoes is routinely studied using in vitro reconsti-

tuted motility assays, as these systems provide a way to reconstitute

the minimal components necessary for the transport of cargoes.29,30

We first tested the robustness of KymoAnalyzer by analyzing the

transport of fluorescently labeled cargo in three systems, including

the transport of mitochondria (mito-EGFP) movement in mouse hip-

pocampal neurons, the in vivo transport of GFP::RAB-3 vesicles in

the axons of mechanosensory neurons in C. elegans, and finally, the

transport of a previously published in vitro fluorescently-labeled trun-

cated recombinant Kinesin-1 motor moving on isolated microtubule

tracks31 (Figure 9).

Imaging live mitochondrial transport requires longer movie acqui-

sition time settings, as these cargoes move bidirectionally in axons

with both fast transport, as well as with intermittent lower-velocity

dynamics (Figure 9A).27 KymoAnalyzer successfully calculated mito-

EGFP transport parameters from mouse hippocampal axons imaged

using longer time-lapse acquisition settings (imaging every 2 s for

5 min), including the proportion of moving vs stationary particles, and

segmental velocity parameters (Figure 9A-C). Moreover, KymoAnaly-

zer facilitated the in vivo tracking and analysis of GFP::RAB-3 vesicle

trajectories (Figure 9D,E). Owing to high light scattering, in vivo ima-

ging in C. elegans axons can result in movies with a lower signal-to-

noise ratio than those obtained from isolated cultured neurons. By

generating high-resolution kymographs, KymoAnalyzer successfully

calculated transport parameters for cargoes moving inside C. elegans

FIGURE 8 Validation of KymoAnalyzer by

comparison with a previously published
dataset in its ability to detect transport
differences between two genotypes. Time-
lapse movies of YFP-PrPC vesicle transport
were analyzed with LAPTrack71 and
KymoAnalyzer. Two conditions were
compared (wild-type neurons and kinesin
light chain 1 knockout neurons, KLC1
−/−). A, Cargo population distribution of
YFP-PrPC vesicles in wild-type and KLC1
−/− neurons (left panel: LAPTrack71, right
panel: KymoAnalyzer). B, Combined run
lengths in wild-type and KLC1−/− neurons
(left panel: LAPTrack71, right panel:
KymoAnalyzer).
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neurons. Finally, the analysis of a previously published movie imaging

the movement of a monomeric NeonGreen tagged Kinesin Heavy

Chain-1 (KHC (1-560)-mNeGr) recombinant protein, showed that

KymoAnalyzer can easily be applied for the characterization of

in vitro transport (Figure 9F).31 The properties of each individual seg-

ment were recorded by the KymoAnalyzer software, providing a

powerful tool to represent the distribution of run lengths and easily

analyze the processivity of this particular tagged motor (Figure 9G).

Thus, KymoAnalyzer is able to analyze transport parameters for vari-

ous types of cargoes in multiple model systems, and it can

accommodate movies acquired under various time and resolution

acquisition settings that can be adjusted to the cargoes of interest

(Methods).

3 | DISCUSSION

In this article, we present KymoAnalyzer, an ImageJ package of

macros that has been designed to analyze the movement of

fluorescently-labeled proteins inside neuronal projections, from

FIGURE 9 KymoAnalyzer tool to analyze individual particle transport in multiple model systems. A, A kymograph of Mito-EGFP labeled

mitochondrial transport in a mouse hippocampal neuron axon. The kymograph was generated from a 5 min. movie (300 frames, 0.5 Hz). B,
Cargo population distribution of mitochondria (n = 3 axons). C, Average segmental velocities of mito-EGFP movement calculated from combined
segments. Number of combined segments are shown inside each bar. D, Kymograph of GFP::RAB-3 vesicle transport in a C. elegans
mechanosensory (PLM) neuron (15 s movie, 10 Hz). E, Cargo population distribution of GFP::RAB-3 vesicles (n = 3 axons). F, Kymograph of a
truncated and recombinant constitutively active rat Kinesin-1 motor KIF5C (KHC 1-560) fused to monomeric NeonGreen (mNeGr), in a single-
molecule motility assay. This kymograph was plotted from Movie S1 from Norris et al.31 G Run length histogram of anterograde segments. Ant,
anterograde; Rev, retrograde; Rev, reversals; Stat, stationary; Nt, number of tracks.
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in vitro motility assays, and in neurons in vivo from large datasets of

time-lapse movies. KymoAnalyzer is a robust tool that successively

generates kymographs, assists the user in manually assigning particle

trajectories from kymograph images, and automatically calculates var-

ious transport parameters (Figure 2). KymoAnalyzer was tested for

the characterization of axonal transport parameters of two cargoes

moving inside axons of mammalian cultured neurons (PrPC-EGFP and

mito-EGFP), and of a pre-synaptic vesicle cargo (GFP::RAB-3) mobiliz-

ing inside a mechanosensory neuron in an in vivo setup system in

C. elegans. Also, KymoAnalyzer was used to analyze the in vitro trans-

port of a truncated recombinant NeonGreen tagged Kinesin-1 protein

on isolated microtubule tracks (Figure 9). Thus, KymoAnalyzer is

adaptable to various fluorescently-tagged cargo or molecular motor

transport setups, and the automated parameter calculation algorithms

can calculate transport parameters for cargoes and/or motors within

a wide range of movie acquisition settings (Figure 9). We validated

the robustness of KymoAnalyzer by analyzing in detail the transport

of vesicles carrying YFP-PrPC in hippocampal axons, which had been

analyzed using a previously published MATLAB-based software

(Figures 3-6).17,19 KymoAnalyzer analyses of the same dataset gener-

ated results comparable to those characterized by this previous soft-

ware (Figures 7 and 8).

Studying the mechanisms of axonal transport regulation in neu-

rons requires the acquisition of large live-imaging datasets. Multiple

automated tools have been developed to plot kymographs and detect

particle movement from kymograph images, or directly from time-

lapse movies.18–22,32–34 Although automated tracking algorithms

could in principle allow the unbiased high-throughput analysis of

large datasets, they also have several limitations. First, tracks are

often inaccurately detected, especially under low signal-to-noise con-

ditions, in high-density cargo movement conditions, or when cargoes

cross trajectories. Moreover, a time-consuming manual quality control

step and subsequent reassignment of tracks that are not correctly

assigned initially by the automated algorithms, is often required.19

Notably, a recent study reported that a number of automated particle

tracking tools can underestimate the length and duration of tracks,

while overestimating velocities of mitochondria moving inside neu-

rons, as compared with manual tracking.24

Manual tracking, as required by KymoAnalyzer, also presents

advantages and disadvantages. An advantage of the KymoAnalyzer

software presented here is the user-friendly interface that facilitates

and guides the user with the manual assignment of tracks. Another

advantage of using KymoAnalyzer is that there is no need to make

any adjustments or modifications of movies prior to the manual

assignment of tracks. For example, there is no requirement for adjust-

ments or normalization of the movie contrast or the application of

threshold imaging filters that could obscure or delete parts of tracks,

or delete vesicle populations including of stationary vesicles.18 Thus,

by combining manual track assignment with the calculation of a com-

prehensive number of transport descriptors, KymoAnalyzer allows

versatility in the type of cargo or motor dynamics that can be

analyzed.

Some disadvantages to manual tracking include the time-

consuming and labor-intensive investment involved that can

become cumbersome in movies presenting a high density of mobile

particles. Moreover, although manual assignment can be more pre-

cise and less prone to detection of false-positive trajectories than

automated tracking, it presents a potential risk of user bias, when

deciding which trajectories should be included in the analysis. In

addition, the calculation of transport parameters can be quite sensi-

tive to each user’s manual tracking input. It is therefore suggested

to establish in advance the degree of details in the manual tracking

to be applied for the assignment of tracks for each cargo of inter-

est (see Appendix S1). Furthermore, in contrast to some automated

detection algorithms,34,35 manual tracking does not provide sub-

pixel level resolution. Indeed, the coordinates of the track vertices

are limited by the spatial and temporal resolutions of the

kymograph.

Another key feature of KymoAnalyzer is the ability to process

large movie datasets and to provide user-friendly data output

stored in text files that can be imported into common spreadsheet,

figure-plotting, or statistical software (for example Excel, MATLAB,

R and SPSS). The modular design of KymoAnalyzer allows the user

to analyze output data at various levels: by pooling several experi-

ments, by pooling several movies, or even comparing between indi-

vidual kymographs. Kymograph-to-kymograph comparisons are

facilitated by the generation of spreadsheet files summarizing all

the parameters and trajectory coordinates for each kymograph.

(Appendix S2). The quantitative comparison of multiple experimen-

tal conditions is greatly facilitated by the poolData macro that

quickly and reliably combines the data coming from an unlimited

number of kymographs.

For large datasets, analyses of particle movement post-trajectory

assignment -either manually or using automated detection software-

is often limited to calculations of parameters for the net trajectories

of particles moving for the entire duration of the imaging period.20,36

In order to understand how motor activity is regulated at a single-

cargo level, it is key to identify and analyze the characteristics of each

individual particle trajectory, including segments, pauses and

switches. In addition to calculating comprehensive track-related para-

meters (Figure 5, Appendix S2), one of the main strengths of KymoA-

nalyzer is its ability to accurately extract segments from individual

particle trajectories and perform the calculation of five distinct

segment-related parameters (segmental velocities, run lengths, pause

durations, pause frequencies and percent time in motion; Figure 6).

By analyzing segmental parameters, KymoAnalyzer provides a power-

ful tool to test between models of bidirectional transport

regulation.13–15,25,37

In conclusion, KymoAnalyzer is a ready-to-use powerful and reli-

able tool to study the transport of fluorescently-tagged particles in

cultured neuronal projections, in in vivo systems, or in vitro on iso-

lated MTs. As KymoAnalyzer is user-friendly and freely available, it

can be adjusted by anyone interested in further modifying its code,

to analyze the movement dynamics of various types of cargoes, and

the calculation algorithms can be easily improved and modified by

users to adapt further to other imaging systems or setups. We antici-

pate that the KymoAnalyzer software will be widely used to perform

robust analyses and characterization of the mechanisms of regulation

of motor-based axonal transport, as well as the role of neuronal traf-

ficking impairments in neurodegeneration.
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4 | METHODS

4.1 | Open source software

KymoAnalyzer follows the guidelines of open source software as

described in http://opensource.org/docs/osd. We encourage users to

modify the open source code and/or develop plugins/macros to

extend the applicability of KymoAnalyzer to the analysis of various

datasets, including combining this with a particle detection/tracking

algorithm. If you develop a plugin, please contact us so that we may

add new plugins/macros to our website link along with your docu-

mentation. This tool is an ImageJ package that can be downloaded

from our laboratory website: http://www.encalada.scripps.edu/

kymoanalyzer. The package should be placed in the plugins folder of

ImageJ and launched through the Plugins tab. The package contains

six macros that are run sequentially: BatchKymographGeneration (I),

Tracks (II), CargoPopulation (III), NetCargoPopulation (IV), Segments (V),

poolData (VI) (Figure 2). The plugin MultipleKymograph has to be pre-

installed in ImageJ prior to running any of the KymoAnalyzer macros.

It can be downloaded from this address: http://www.embl.de/

eamnet/html/body_kymograph.html.

4.2 | Operation manual

The latest version of a detailed operation manual describing the step-

by-step procedure for using the KymoAnalyzer package is described

in Appendix S1, and can also be downloaded from our laboratory

website: http://www.encalada.scripps.edu/kymoanalyzer.

4.3 | Murine mammalian hippocampal neuronal cell
culture and transfections

Primary hippocampal neurons were prepared as described previously.17

Briefly, hippocampi were dissected from 1 or 2-day-old mouse neo-

nates, treated with Papain (Worthington) for 15 min, and disrupted by

seven cycles of aspiration through a micropipette tip as described previ-

ously.38 Dissociated neurons were resuspended in Neurobasal-A

medium containing 2% B-27 (Gibco) and 0.25% Glutamax (Gibco), and

plated in microfluidic chambers as described previously17,39 that were

pretreated with 250 mg/ml poly-L-lysine (Sigma). Neurons were trans-

fected between 9 and 11 days post-plating using 1.2 μL of Lipofecta-

mine 2000 (Invitrogen), and using 500 ng of plasmid DNA per

microfluidic chamber. YFP-PrPC and PrPC-EGFP sequences were cloned

into the MoPrP.Xho vector at the Xho-I site.17,40,41

4.4 | Live-imaging microscopy of hippocampal
mammalian neurons

Neurons expressing YFP-PrPC were imaged previously.17 Neurons

expressing PrPC-EGFP or Mito-EGFP were imaged 48 h post-

transfection using a Nikon Ti-E Perfect Focus inverted microscope

equipped with a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) setup,

with a Andor iXon + DU897 EM Camera, and a 100×/1.49 NA oil

objective. A 488 nm laser was used for detecting GFP fluorescence

and it was positioned at an angle for pseudo-TIRF acquisition.42

Transfection rates were ~1%, which enabled imaging of individual

axons. Movies of PrPC-EGFP vesicle transport were 15 s long and

collected at a frame rate of 10 frames/s (10 Hz). Movies of Mito-

EGFP transport were 5 min long and collected at a frame rate of 0.5

frames/s (0.5 Hz). For all movies acquired, exposure time was set to

100 ms. Plates with cultured neurons were maintained at 37�C and

5.5% CO2 throughout the total imaging period. The pixel size was

0.126 μm for YFP-PrPC movies and 0.16 μm for PrPC-EGFP and

Mito-EGFP movies, and this was adjusted accordingly in the

KymoAnalyzer analyses.

4.5 | C. elegans methods, strains, and in vivo imaging

N2 Bristol was used as the wild-type strain. Standard nematode culture

methods and genetics were followed as described previously.43 The

C. elegans strain jsIs821 [mec-7p::gfp::rab-3 unc-119(+)] was provided by

M. Nonet (Washington University, St. Louis) and outcrossed four times

to our background N2 strain, which we named strain SEE024. Nema-

todes were grown on NGM plates seeded with the Escherichia coli strain

OP50 at 15�C and shifted to 26.5�C as L4 larvae for at least 8-10 h prior

to imaging. Day 1 adult animals were immobilized using a microfluidic

device (unpublished data). The movement of GFP::RAB-3 vesicles was

imaged in the PLM neuron at a region ~90 μm distal from the cell body,

using a Nikon Ti-E Perfect Focus inverted microscope equipped with

TIRF setup, with a iXon + DU897 EM Camera, and a 100×/1.49 NA oil

objective. A 488 nm laser was used for detecting GFP fluorescence and

it was positioned at an angle for pseudo-TIRF acquisition.

4.6 | Previous data for KymoAnalyzer validation
analyses

The previously acquired YFP-PrPC vesicle transport data re-analyzed

in Figure 7 was identical to that analyzed in Encalada et al.17 The

KHC (1-560)-mNeGr in vitro mobilization data in Figure 9F,G was

extracted from Movie S1 of Norris et al.,31 and the kymograph was

plotted using KymoAnalyzer starting from the third frame of the

movie.

4.7 | Statistical analysis

Most parameters were not normally distributed, so a non-parametric

permutation t-test was used for comparison between the previously

published and KymoAnalyzer analyses. Differences in medians were

compared between the LAPTrack71 and KymoAnalyzer analyses

using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. Statistical tests

were done using MATLAB (MathWorks).

4.8 | Adjustable KymoAnalyzer settings

Numerous settings of the KymoAnalyzer software can be easily

adjusted to suit to the pattern of transport of specific cargoes and

particular imaging settings of the time-lapse movie sequences. When

launching macros III, IV and V, the user is prompted to select the

frame rate and pixel size. Most time-lapse videos analyzed herein had

a frame rate of 10 frames/s, and the pixel size was 0.16 μm for

PrPC-EGFP and 0.126 μm for YFP-PrPC vesicle movies. The threshold
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for the detection of mobile tracks dmax was set to 350 nm (see defini-

tion 4 below), and velocity threshold for the detection of pauses

vpause was set to 0.1 μm/s (see definition 10 below). These threshold

values are suitable for PrPC-EGFP or YFP-PrPC vesicular movement,

and may be modified when studying different cargoes. Note that the

KymoAnalyzer software includes a multiplying factor that automati-

cally adjusts the vpause threshold depending on the frame rate. This

factor was set to 1 for a 10 Hz frame rate. Thus, the user should not

have to modify the threshold values when imaging at different frame

rates. More information on how to modify the adjustable settings

directly in the macro codes can be found in the KymoAnalyzer man-

ual (Appendix S1).

4.9 | Definitions of basic terminology and transport
descriptors

4.9.1 | Definition 1: kymograph

A kymograph is a plot of the position of particles over time for a

given acquired movie. For the generation of a kymograph, the axon is

traced using a polyline tool (Figures 1B and 3C). For consistency, in

all our images the cell body is oriented toward the left and the axon

terminus toward the right. The axon is then straightened along the

polyline in the horizontal direction and each frame is plotted as one

pixel in the vertical direction.

4.9.2 | Definition 2: track

A track is a trajectory of a cargo in a time-lapse movie. The trajectory

is defined by the user, by tracing it on a kymograph using a polyline

tool. Tracks are usually defined throughout all frames of a time-lapse

video, but KymoAnalyzer software also allows the assignment of par-

tial tracks. The coordinates of the polyline between its vertices are

calculated by determining the linear equation of each polyline seg-

ment and calculating the respective x coordinates in intervals of 0.1

frames. The coordinates are recorded as the position coordinate

sequence (x1,y1), (x2,y2), …, (xN,yN). For which x is the horizontal posi-

tion and y is the vertical position (frames) on the kymograph in pixels.

N is the total number of x, y coordinates calculated for that track.

4.9.3 | Definition 3: track center

The center of a track is defined as the mean of its position coordi-

nates over time (Figure S2). The x coordinate of the track center (xc)

is calculated as:

xc =
1
N

XN

k =1

xk

where N is the total number of x coordinates calculated for a track.

4.9.4 | Definition 4: stationary cargo

A cargo is defined as stationary if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center is no larger than a threshold value dmax. That is,

if its trajectory satisfies:

pixel size*jxk −xcj≤ dmax k =1…N

where N is the total number of x coordinates calculated for a track.

In our analysis dmax = 350 nm. This threshold was chosen after

visual inspection of stationary tracks of PrPC-EGFP vesicular cargo.

This value may be changed when studying other cargoes.

Note: In addition to the definition above we encountered tracks

that deviated from the track center with a distance larger than dmax =

350 nm for which x1 = xN, and that did not fulfill the conditions for

reversal tracks (see Definition 7). Those tracks were also categorized

as stationary.

4.9.5 | Definition 5: anterograde cargo

A cargo is defined as anterograde if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center is larger than a threshold value dmax = 350 nm

and if it moves toward the axonal termini, which in our time-lapse

videos is by convention toward the right. That is, if its trajectory

satisfies two conditions:

1. pixel size * |xk − xc| > dmax k = 1 … N

2. xN − x1 > 0

where N is the total number of x coordinates calculated for a track.

4.9.6 | Definition 6: retrograde cargo

A cargo is defined as retrograde if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center is larger than a threshold value dmax = 350 nm

and if it moves toward the cell body, which in our time-lapse videos

is by convention toward the left. That is, if its trajectory satisfies two

conditions:

1. pixel size * |xk − xc| > dmax k = 1 … N

2. xN − x1 < 0

where N is the total number of x coordinates calculated for a track.

4.9.7 | Definition 7: reversing cargo

A cargo is defined as reversing if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center is larger than a threshold value dmax = 350 nm

and if its directionality of movement changes during the duration of

the movie. A cargo is said to undergo a reversal between the coordi-

nates (xm, ym),(xn, yn) (for n > m) if two conditions are satisfied for a

point (xk, yk) (for 1 < k < N). First, two points (xm, ym), (xn, yn) have a

sufficiently large distance dmax = 350 nm from (xk, yk). That is, if:

1. pixel size * |xk − xm| > dmax k = 1 … N; m = 1 … N; m < k

2. pixel size * |xk − xn| > dmax k = 1 … N; n = 1 … N; k < n

Second, vectors connecting (xk, yk) with (xm, ym), (xn, yn) point in oppo-

site directions. That is if:

1. xk − xm > 0 and xk − xn > 0

or

2. xk − xm < 0 and xk − xn < 0
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4.9.8 | Definition 8: single segment

A “single segment,” or simply “segment” is defined as a portion of a

track trajectory presenting a particular and constant velocity. A single

segment is framed by a pause, a reversal (also referred as a switch),

or a change in velocity. In order to find the coordinates at which the

velocity changes, the track is divided into its original segments

defined by the user when tracing the tracks. The original segments

are defined by the coordinates (xori 1, yori 1) … (xori N, yori N), and are

the vertices of the polyline that traces the track. The velocity for each

original segment is calculated as

vori = pixel size*frame rate
xorim−xori n

number of frames

n= frame inwhich original segment begins

m= frame inwhich original segment ends

The velocity of the original segment is then compared to the velocity

of the following original segment. If the velocity of the following orig-

inal segments is within a threshold a, both segments are joined

(Figure S3). If the velocity of the following segment is not within a

threshold a, then the vertex of the polyline will be recorded as a seg-

ment vertex, and two single segments are generated. The threshold

was established after visual inspection of segments and is defined as

follows:

for νori < 3 μm/s a = νori � 0.2*νori
for νori ≥ 3 μm/s a = νori � 0.05*νori

These thresholds were defined for PrPC vesicular cargo. We suggest

that these thresholds are defined for each other cargo individually

before using the KymoAnalyzer.

4.9.9 | Definition 9: combined segment

A combined segment is defined as an uninterrupted period of antero-

grade or retrograde movement within a track. A combined segment is

framed by a pause or a reversal (or by the beginning/end of the

track). By definition, a track with no pauses and no reversals is con-

sidered as a combined segment. In contrast to single segments, com-

bined segments are only defined by the direction of the movement

and changes in velocity are not taken into account. Thus, a combined

segment can include several successive single segments (Figure 6B).

4.9.10 | Definition 10: pause

A pause is a segment with a segmental velocity of |vpause| ≤ 0.1 μm/s.

This threshold was defined for PrPC-EGFP vesicular cargo. We sug-

gest determining νpausefor each cargo that is analyzed individually.

Please note that KymoAnalyzer also contains a multiplication factor

that adapts νpause depending on the movie acquisition frame rate

(Appendix S1).

Pauses are additionally divided into anterograde, retrograde and

reversal pauses. Anterograde pauses occur in anterograde tracks. Ret-

rograde pauses occur in retrograde tracks. For reversal tracks the fol-

lowing definitions apply: (1) if the pause occurs in between two

anterograde segments it is a anterograde pause, (2) if the pause

occurs in between two retrograde segments it is a retrograde pause

and (3) if the pause occurs in between an anterograde and a retro-

grade segment it is a reversal pause. For pauses that occur at the

beginning of a reversal track, the pause is called an anterograde

pause if it is proceeded by an anterograde segment, and a retrograde

pause if it is proceeded by a retrograde segment. For pauses that

occur at the end of a reversal track, the pause is called an antero-

grade pause if it is preceded by an anterograde segment, and a retro-

grade pause if it is preceded by a retrograde segment.

4.9.11 | Definition 11: net stationary cargo

A cargo is called net stationary if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center in the first frame k = 1 and in the last frame

k = N is no larger than a threshold value dmax = 350 nm. That is, if its

trajectory satisfies:

1. pixel size * |x1 − xc| ≤ dmax

2. pixel size * |xN − xc| ≤ dmax

3. pixel size * |xN − x1| ≤ dmax

4.9.12 | Definition 12: net anterograde cargo

A cargo is called net anterograde if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center at frame k is larger than a threshold value dmax =

350 nm and if it moves toward the right edge of the kymograph

(axonal termini). That is, if its trajectory satisfies three conditions:

1. pixel size * |xk − xc| > dmax k = 1 … N

2. xN − x1 > 0

3. pixel size * |xN − x1| ≥ dmax

4.9.13 | Definition 13: net retrograde cargo

A cargo is called net retrograde if its maximum deviation distance

from its track center at frame k is larger than a threshold value dmax =

350 nm and if it moves toward the left edge of the kymograph (cell

body). That is, if its trajectory satisfies three conditions:

1. pixel size * |xk − xc| > dmax k = 1 … N

2. xN − x1 < 0

3. pixel size * |xN − x1| ≥ dmax

4.9.14 | Definition 14: cargo population, “CP”

For each movie, cargoes are classified as being either stationary,

anterograde, retrograde, or reversing. The software reports the num-

ber of stationary cargoes Nstat, the number of anterograde cargoes

Nante, the number of retrograde cargoes Nretro, and the number of

reversing cargoes Nrev. In addition, the software reports the following

fractions, which have no unit:

1. Fstat =
Nstat

number of tracks

2. Fante =
Nante

number of tracks

3. Fretro =
Nretro

number of tracks

4. Frev =
Nrev

number of tracks
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4.9.15 | Definition 15: switch frequency, “SF”

The switch frequency is the number of reversals (referred to also as

switches) a cargo undergoes during the duration of the movie. It is

calculated as number of switches per track (unit: none) as well as

number of switches per duration of the track (unit: switch/s). Antero-

grade or retrograde cargoes have a switch frequency of SF = 0.

4.9.16 | Definition 16: switch frequency of reversing
cargo, “revSF”

In this parameter the switch frequency of reversing cargoes only is

calculated. Anterograde or retrograde cargoes (SF = 0) are not

included in this calculation. revSF is calculated as the number of

switches per track (unit: none), as well as the number of switches per

duration of the track (unit: switches/s). revSF is calculated in addition

to SF (Definition 15), because between experimental conditions a

change in switch frequency could result from a change in the number

of reversing cargoes or in the number of reversals that a cargo under-

goes within one track.

4.9.17 | Definition 17: net cargo population, “Net_CP”

For each movie, cargoes are classified as being either net stationary,

net anterograde, or net retrograde. The software reports the number

of stationary cargoes Nstat, the number of anterograde cargoes Nante

and the number of retrograde cargoes Nretro. In addition, the software

reports the following fractions, which have no unit:

1. Fstat =
Nnet stat

number of tracks

2. Fante =
Nnetante

number of tracks

3. Fretro =
Nnet retro

number of tracks

4.9.18 | Definition 18: net velocities, “NV”

Net velocities are calculated for net anterograde and net retrograde

cargoes. To calculate the net velocity, the distance between the first

and the last frame is calculated and divided by the time that the track

lasts (unit: μm/s).

vnet = pixelsize*frame rate
xN−x1ð Þ

number of frames

4.9.19 | Definition 19: density

The density of tracks is calculated as the number of stationary, anter-

ograde, retrograde or reversing tracks per length of the imaged region

of the axon in μm (unit: track/μm).

1. Densitystat =
Nstat

length of axon

2. Densityante =
Nante

length of axon

3. Densityretro =
Nretro

length of axon

4. Densityrev =
Nrev

length of axon

4.9.20 | Definition 20: flux

The flux is calculated as the number of mobile tracks (anterograde,

retrograde or reversing) per length of the imaged region of the axon

in μm per duration of the movie in seconds (unit: track/μm/s).

1. Fluxante =
Nante

length of axon*length of movie

2. Fluxretro =
Nretro

length of axon*length of movie

3. Fluxrev =
Nrev

length of axon*length of movie

4.9.21 | Definition 21: segmental velocity, “SV”

The velocity of segments is calculated as the distance a cargo travels

within a single segment divided by the duration this segment lasts

(unit: μm/s).

vs =pixel size*frame rate

Xm

k = n
xk

number of frames

n= frame inwhich segment begins

m= frame inwhich segment end

4.9.22 | Definition 22: combined segmental velocity,
“comSV”

The velocity of combined segments is calculated as the distance a

cargo travels within a combined segment divided by the duration this

combined segment lasts (unit: μm/s).

4.9.23 | Definition 23: segmental run length, “RL”

The segmental run length is calculated as the distance a cargo travels

within a single segment (that is, until it changes velocity; unit: μm).

Δxs =pixel size
Xm

k = n

xk

n= frame inwhich segment begins

m= frame inwhich segment end

4.9.24 | Definition 24: combined segmental run length,
“comRL”

The run length of combined segments is calculated as the distance a

cargo travels within a combined segment (that is, until it pauses or

undergoes a reversal; unit: μm).

4.9.25 | Definition 25: pause duration, “PD”

The pause duration is the duration of segments with a velocity vs ≤

0.1 μm/s. The duration is calculated based on individual pauses, not

on tracks (unit: s).

4.9.26 | Definition 26: split pause duration, “splitPD”

The split pause duration is calculated as the duration of pauses sorted

into anterograde, retrograde and reversal pauses (see definition 10;

unit: s).

4.9.27 | Definition 27: pause frequency, “PF”

The pause frequency is the number of pauses a cargo undergoes dur-

ing the duration of the movie. It is calculated as number of pauses

per track as well as the number of pauses per duration of the track

(units: no unit or pause/s).
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4.9.28 | Definition 28: split pause frequency, “splitPF”

The split pause frequency is calculated as the frequency of pauses

sorted into anterograde, retrograde and reversal pauses. It is calcu-

lated as number of pauses per track as well as the number of pauses

per duration of the track (see definition 10; units: no unit or pause/s).

4.9.29 | Definition 29: Percent time in motion, “PM”

Percent time in motion, describes the percentage of time that a parti-

cle is in anterograde motion, retrograde motion or pausing throughout

the period of imaging. Percent time in motion is calculated as follows:

1. PMante = 100*

XN

1
tn_ante

XM

1
tm

N = number of anterograde segments; tnante = time length of

anterograde segmentn; n = 1…N; M = total number of segments;

tm = time length of a segment m in a track; m = 1…M.

2. PMretro = 100*

XN

1
tn_retro

XM

1
tm

N = number of retrograde segments; tnretro= time length of retro-

grade segment n.

3. PMpause = 100*

XN

1
tn_retro

XM

1
tm

N = number of pauses; tnpause = time length of pausen.
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